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FOCUSED. STYLISH. CONNECTED.
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FOCUSED. STYLISH. CONNECTED.

CLP SERIES TWO-WAY RADIO
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With rising pressure of online shopping and visitor reviews, customer 
experience is a top priority. Your team needs to connect instantly, 
respond quickly to address customer requests and provide premium 
service. From back-of-house to front-of-store, the CLP Series is your 
stylish and essential team communication tool - built to last all day, 
everyday in retail and hospitality.



SIMPLE  
AND SLEEK
The lightweight, palm-sized radio 
design helps you discreetly and 
comfortably carry the CLP with 
you through extended shifts. The 
sleek design is combined with 
essential controls to provide you 
with everything you need to  
stay connected.

OPERATE 
EFFORTLESSLY
Simple-to-use radio operation 
helps users focus less on the 
radio and more on the customer. 
The smart status glow ring lets 
users quickly check essential 
radio information at a glance.  
The large centrally located  
push-to-talk (PTT) button, and 
voice assisted operations to 
change menu options mean  
team members can operate the 
radio while staying focused on 
the customer. 
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DAY-IN, DAY-OUT PERFORMANCE
Designed to protect your investment, the CLP is IP54 rated to 
resist dust and water that could otherwise damage the radio.  
When paired with a durable earpiece, the CLP can stand up to 
your busiest days and heaviest uses. Working an extended shift? 
No problem; the long lasting battery helps you power through up 
to 18 hours of communication and collaboration.

 

PERSONALIZE AND CUSTOMIZE
CLP offers two models and versatile accessories to compliment 
your staff and work environment.  Available with up to 8 
channels, and repeater capable, your business can organize team 
communications in the space you need. Multiple accessories 
are available to create flexible wearable options with the CLP, 
including a magnetic clip and different earpiece options. You can 
even customize radio settings with the Customer Programming 
Software (CPS).
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Long lasting battery

Loud and clear audio*

Smart status glow ring

Durable polycarbonate housing

Push-to-talk button

Operates for up to 18 hours to 
help your teams power through 
extended shifts.

Clear and crisp audio performance 
in any environment. Adjust 
between 15 volume levels.

8 colors to indicate active channel, 
radio transmit & receive, scan, volume 
level, mute, and battery status.

IP54 and MIL-STD 810H rated 
to protect the radio from dust, 

water, vibration, shock and 
temperature extremes.

Large, textured, and centrally 
located to provide easy access  

for eyes up operation.

*Earpiece required for operation. See page 7 & 8 for options

OPERATIONS AT A GLANCE
POWER THROUGH BACK-TO-BACK SHIFTS
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BATTERY STATUS

Battery High

ACTIVE CHANNEL

Purple Active Channel

VOLUME LEVEL

Volume Level 8

MutedChannel 1-8
Battery Medium

Battery Low

SMART STATUS  
GLOW RING:



FEATURES TO KEEP  
YOU CONNECTED

CLP RADIO MODELS
Single and 8 channel models available give you the flexibility to 
choose a radio model that suits your work group needs. Keep the 
team fully connected on 1 channel or choose a separate channel to 
keep your staff focused on their roles.

ESCALATE CALL
Initiate an important call or alert users on another channel to 
immediately communicate a message in high-risk situations, 
keeping your teams and assets safer when an incident occurs.

PRIVACY CODES
Choose between 219 codes to add a level of privacy to your 
business conversations from neighboring groups.

VOICE GUIDED NAVIGATION
Help your staff to easily learn the system with voice guided menus. 
The CLP allows you to use pre-defined voice prompts for your 
channels or add custom voice prompts to help your staff identify 
the channel they should be using.

REPEATER CAPABLE
Increase range with a Motorola Solutions repeater. Stay in touch 
with your team and in control of your business up to 250,000 sq/ft.

SCAN
Easily check radio activity for faster, more efficient communications 
across multiple channels.
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EARHOOK
The rubber earhook provides comfort for long 
shifts and allows the speaker to fit over the 
ear canal for higher quality audio in noisy 
environments. The optional removable ear tips 
can be used to improve noise isolation and 
hygiene between shift users.

SLIM-LINE PTT BUTTON
The earpiece wire fits close to the body  
with the help from the wire clip and a 
streamlined button with built-in microphone. 

REINFORCED COIL CORD
Designed for heavy use through long shifts.

TWIST AND LOCK 
CONNECTOR 
Securely attaches the earpiece to the  
radio increasing accessory life.

 
ACCESSORIES 
COMPLEMENT YOUR WORK STYLE WITH 
A VARIETY OF CLP RADIO ACCESSORIES 

CLPe STANDARD IN-LINE PTT EARPIECE - PMLN8077**
Exclusively designed for the CLP Series, this advanced 
earpiece provides high audio quality, all-day comfort, 
and a long accessory life. 



HKPN4007

AUDIO ACCESSORIES
Sleek yet robust CLP audio accessories are comfortable for extended wear

Sales Model Description

PMLN8125 CLPe in-line PTT earpiece, short cord**

PMLN8190 CLPe Surveillance earpiece**

PMLN8068 CLPe earpiece replacement ear tip (5 pack), Small**

PMLN8069 CLPe earpiece replacement ear tip (5 pack), Medium**

PMLN8070 CLPe earpiece replacement ear tip (5 pack), Large**

CARRY ACCESSORIES
Flexible carry accessories give you the freedom to wear CLP your way

Sales Model Description

PMLN8064 CLPe Series magnetic case kit**

PMLN8065 CLP Series belt clip holster replacement kit

BATTERIES, CHARGERS AND CABLES
Extend the value of previously purchased CLP chargers and cables by using them with your new CLP Series models

Sales Model Description

HKNN4013 Li-Ion Battery, 1800mAh, kit

HKPN4008 CLP Series Single Unit Charger replacement kit***

HKPN4007 CLP Series Multi-unit Charger kit

HKKN4027 Business radio CPS cable kit for device programming

HKKN4028 Business radio cloning cable kit for copying settings between radios

**Accessory operates exclusively with CLPe models. Not backwards compatible.  
***CLPe models with HKPN4008C and newer.

ACCESSORIES
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PMLN8065

HKNN4013

HKPN4008

PMLN8125

PMLN8190

PMLN8064

PMLN8068
PMLN8069
PMLN8070

When placing the CLP 
higher up on the body, use 
the short cord earpiece for 
easier cable management.

Use this surveillance-style 
earpiece for a more 

discreet look.

Connect the CLP to 
any outfit and any 

location on the body.


